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Abstract—To reduce the energy consumption and build a
sustainable computer infrastructure now becomes a major goal
of the high performance community. A number of research
projects have been carried out in the field of energy-aware high
performance computing. This paper is devoted to categorize
energy-aware computing methods for the high-end computing
infrastructures, such as servers, clusters, data centers, and
Grids/Clouds. Based on a taxonomy of methods and system
scales, this paper reviews the current status of energy-aware HPC
research and summarizes open questions and research directions
of software architecture for future energy-aware HPC studies.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The research topic of “energy-aware high performance
computing” exhibits multiple faces, for example, research
methodologies, system scales, and techniques. To understand
the context of energy-aware high performance computing and
identify the roadmap of future research, a taxonomy of existing
research projects and research activities is desired and helpful.
In this paper, we develop a taxonomy study of energy-aware
high performance computing, where related research effort is
categorized in several dimensions (see also Figure 1):
• Compute system scales: based on the system scales, the
compute systems under inspection can be classified as:
compute servers, compute clusters, distributed virtualized infrastructures, data centers, computational Grids &
Clouds.
• System goals: to reduce energy consumption of investigated systems, we try to can reduce its power consumption directly. To decrease the heat emission of compute
systems, thus reduce the energy consumption of aircondition components, can also serve as a good solution
to the energy-aware computing.
• Research methodologies: a number of approaches and
methodologies are adopted in the research of energyaware parallel computing, for example, hardware reconfiguration and operation, virtual machine migration
and resource consolidation, programming language and
runtime support, and adaptive workload distribution and
system management.

•

Viewpoints and objectives The research of energy-aware
parallel computing can be taken in various contexts and
has different objectives.
– For an application user, typically there is limitation
of power consumption for their applications. In general application users are not mandatory to go to
“green”. Therefore users choose energy-aware solutions voluntarily or with some economical benefit.
An application user prefer to save energy consumption with tolerant performance loss or QoS degrade.
There is always a tradeoff between application performance & QoS and reduced power consumption.
– For compute resource owners, power consumption
sometime is a economical consideration as the power
consumption is a significant portion of the total
cost ownership of resources. However, under certain circumstance, compute resources are forced to
go “energy-aware” as they reach some limitations
for power usage, resource temperature and spaces.
Additional work to go energy-aware may affect compute resource performance, like throughput, response
time, serviceability, maintainability, availability and
reliability.
– To develop energy aware applications brings further burdens for application developers, which might
bring some degrade developing related qualities of
applications, for example, buildability, testability,
scalability, reusability, portability, security, extensibility and availability.
II. C OMPUTE SERVERS

Significant research efforts have been done to reduce power
consumption by improving the energy-efficiency for computer
servers. This section summarizes energy-aware research in a
computer server scale.
A. System level software management
Software control on the operating system level plays a key
role in the high performance computing of computer servers.
For example, several aspects in the OS are suggested to take
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into account [48] when running on batteries to avoid using energy unnecessarily, such as performing computation remotely
and turning off unnecessary devices (including portions of the
memory subsystem).
In a later study, Lebeck et al. [27] develop a study on the
memory subsystem in OS. This study directs memory accesses
to certain memory banks and proposes to turn off unused
memory banks. In [3], Benini et al. propose that the operating
system is required to monitor the resource usage and locate
possibilities to turn off unused components more accurately.
Flinn et al. [18] develop a user-level middleware to filter and
transcode data that applications fetch. Transcoding changes
data quality in order for applications to use the minimum
amount of energy when processing it.
The Power and Thermal Management group of the GreenLight [7] aims to develop a system level research of energyaware computing. It includes 1) technologies to effectively
characterize power and thermal related features of workloads
and applications, 2) event-driven methods that optimize energy
and thermal management, and 3) feedback loops to evaluate
the management policies via using different types of sensors
to monitor power consumption and temperature.

[43] . Chen et al. [11] also develop a controller to manage
the response time in a server cluster. Felter et al. [16] employ
the open-loop control to manage sever power budget by by
balancing the power between processor and memory components.
III. C OMPUTE C LUSTERS
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A. Adaptive resource management
B. Power management via feedback control
Some work uses the feedback control theory for server
power control, which has been proven to be an effective way in
improving performance and robustness of computing systems
[22]. For example, [58] manages the system power using
dynamic voltage scaling by controlling the synchronizing
queues in multi-clock-domain processors. To prolong battery
lifetime of a laptop, a feedback controller is studied in [31] to
reduce the average power consumption.
To manage and fulfill application-level QoS requirements,
the control theory is applied in computer server management

[40] develops algorithms to shutdown unused servers
to reduce the average electricity consumption of individual
servers.
The β algorithm [24] is developed by Hsu and Feng to
control a cluster’s power usage. It uses existing workload
information (MPIS) to make DVFS decisions on CPU. It has
been argued that while appropriate for some applications, the β
algorithm is not suitable for many other applications as MIPS
information is not so accurate for power consumption.
CPU MISER [21] is a run-time system for performancedirected, power-aware cluster computing. The CPU MISER
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contains a performance model, workload predicator and DVFS
scheduler to provide system-wide, application-independent,
fine-grained, DVFS-based power management for generic
power-aware clusters.
Productional cluster schedulers, like LSF and Moab, have
already provide adapted energy efficient techniques. SLURM
provides a solution for energy saving through CPUfreq command for changing the processor frequency.
B. Programming language and runtime support
Some work develops compiler and language support for
power aware scientific applications [19], [26]. This method
provide fine-grained power management of applications, for
example, in a function level, a loop level or a Building
Block (BB) level. The language level power management for
applications can return plausible results. However, this method
brings afford for programers and application users to study
new APIs and re-write, at least, re-compile their applications.
Some runtime systems are developed for power management of scientific applications. [25], [30]. These implementations develop some online system information logging, analysis and application prediction. With the help of developed
system support, application behaviors can be controlled by
dynamically scaling the supplied processor voltages.
[19] discusses a method which divides a MPI application
into multiple phases with different voltage levels to reduce
energy consumption.
[29] discusses power prediction techniques for MPI applications based on task aggregation. [28] proposes poweraware Hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming pattern based on the
interaction between communication and computation without
using DVFS.

interesting topic to manage virtualized infrastructure aiming
to reducing power consumption.
[57] proposes an architecture of two-layer control to
guarantee the response time for virtualized enterprise servers
while keeping low power consumption. The VirtualPower
approach [36] is an online power management, which supports
the isolated and independent operation assumed by guest
virtual machines running on virtualized platforms and make
it possible to control and globally coordinate the effects
of the diverse power management policies applied by these
VMs to virtualized resources. [50] implements a middleware
which can dynamically schedule virtual machine with a power
cost aware model. [51] proposes an scheduling algorithm for
dynamically distributing virtual machines in a DVFS-enabled
cluster environment. Usher [32] is an implementation of a
virtual cluster management middleware in the GreenLight
project [7]. Usher exposes dynamic levels of parallelism, and
supports the distinctive needs of the GreenLight Instrument’s
computing environments and it applications, for example,
large-scale scientific computing as well as network services
with its resource allocation mechanisms and higher level
policies for cluster resources.
V. DATA CENTER
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C. DVFS-enabled methods
The Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS) technology, which an effective technique to reduce processor power
dissipation [23], [24], is widely used in the research of poweraware scheduling. The DVFS technique levels down processor
clock speed and supply voltage during when CPU is idle
or under-used, thus power consumption can be reduced. The
DVFS tuning typically requires a proling of the application
execution time for all available frequency/voltage settings.
With the pre-knowledge of power consumption of the application at each processor operating frequency/voltage, a set of
optimal processor operating frequency/voltage is selected for
the application. Some example work are [17], [20].
The DVFS approach is limited by the structure of the
applications. Only configurable applications can be inserted
DVFS instructions for power control.

Fig. 3.
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A. Power-aware methods
Some work focuses on the energy aware management in a
cluster, server farms or a data center [4], [6], [8], [9], [14],
[15], [39]. For example, [5], [10] develop the policies for
shutdown unused compute nodes in a data center. [13] present
a two-level control framework for managing the cluster-wide
power. [41] locates statistical properties of concurrent resource
usage in a large cluster or a data center and uses such
properties to develop power management policies.
B. Thermal-aware methods

IV. D ISTRIBUTED VIRTUAL MACHINES
Virtualization technologies such as VMware, Xen and Microsoft Virtual Servers can consolidate applications previously
running on multiple physical servers onto a single physical
server, and so effectively reduce the energy consumption of
a data center by shutting down unused servers. It is thus an

Some research develop thermal-aware methods to reduce
energy-consumption of air-condition systems in data centers.
[37] develops an adaptive resource control system that dynamically adjusts the resource shares to individual tiers of multitier application in order to meet application-level QoS goals
while achieving high resource utilization in the data center.
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[47] proposes a “Thermal-Aware Job Scheduling” and
produces a number of results for thermal aware task scheduling
in a data center. [35] proposes a software architecture for
thermal aware data center management. [45], [46] exploits the
abstract heat recirculation model to formulate the problem of
minimizing the heat recirculation by appropriately assigning
the incoming tasks around the servers.
[33] describes Weatherman, which is an automated, online, predictive thermal management for data centers. ANN
techniques is used to learn and predict the complexities of the
thermal topology in a data center.
[34], [42] develop temperature-aware workload placement
algorithms and present the first comprehensive exploration of
the benefits from these policies.
[2], [42] make a study on the methods and mechanisms
to control data center temperatures with CFD based thermal
model. [38] proposes a blueprint of Energy Aware Grid to
provide a global utility infrastructure explicitly incorporating
energy efficiency and thermal management among data centers.
[49] proposes the concept of task-temperature profile,
which is the temperature increase along with the task execution. Wang et al. develops a thermal aware task scheduling
algorithm [53], [55] by predicating resource temperatures
based on online task-temperature profiles. In their algorithm,
an online task-temperature profile is calculated with the preknowledge of task-temperature profile and RC-thermal model
[44]. Another method to predict resource temperatures is
using artificial intelligence techniques, such as support vector
machine, neural network, generic algorithm [54], [56]. [52]
develop a taxonomy study of performance metrics for green
data centers.
VI. C OMPUTATIONAL C LOUDS AND G RIDS
Some research are carried out to reach energy-efficiency in
large-scale distributed systems, for example, Grids and Clouds.
The GreenLight project and Green-Net project are typical
examples.
The GreenLight project [7] develops research to measures,
monitors, and optimizes the energy consumption of large-scale
scientific applications from many different areas. The GreenLight project uses experimental and ethnographic methods to
examine how access to energy costs influences researchers’ behavior in using shared computational resources, by recording
and analyzing data of their real-world behavior.
The Green-Net [1], [12] project, a cooperative research
action developed at INRIA, aims to design energy-aware
software frameworks dedicated to large scale distributed systems. The Green-Net framework collects information of energy
usage and provide them to resources managers and schedulers.
The Green-Net project also develops large scale experimental
validations on the Grid5000 and DSLLAB testbeds.
VII. S UMMARY AND DISCUSSION
For the research to reduce energy consumption for high
performance computing applications, especially in a large

scale distributed computing system, there are several open
questions unaddressed for this research:
• How to monitor the “energy-aware” aspects of a parallel
computing system in multiple scales? There are multiple
interesting system indexes, for example, power, temperature, and humidity. This monitoring process will be
taken in multiple scales, for example, threads, processes,
services, compute nodes, racks, compute clusters and
compute Clouds.
• What is the energy usage profile and compute cost
model for high performance applications in a large scale
distributed compute system? There is still no effective
methods to estimate energy usage and cost for users. For
example, how much energy does a parallel application
cost? How much additional energy will be used if a program changes all its float variable from single precision
to double precision?
• How to develop tools, middleware and software framework to support energy efficient high performance applications in a parallel computing system? A single software
solution a certain level may not effective as it may
increase power consumption in another level or in another
system component. Some time, the power consumption
maybe reduced with tolerant compute performance loss.
This result maybe unacceptable as application QoS, such
as reliability and availability, is significantly degraded.
• Current “energy-aware” policies and solutions are not
clearly defined by roles involved. An application user
and a data center owner certainly have different interests
and goals. Therefore, in the “green” computing context,
the business model for users, application developers and
resource owners are unclear. Software tools and service
are missed to support the interaction and negotiation
between them.
To address above open questions, A coordinated multilevel, multi-approach and multi-role methodology should be
adopted. The solution follows the paradigm of “monitoring
→ analyzing → execution”:
computing systems and applications will be monitored,
their energy-aware related behaviors and patterns will be
analyzed, and
• Energy-aware policies and software framework will be
implemented.
Desired research will be implemented and work coordinately
in multiple levels of computing systems: a compute node, a
rack, a data center and a compute Cloud. The software tools
and services implemented will be built over programming
model, application service and high level policy. Three roles
will be involved in the energy-aware computing activities:
application developers, users, and compute resource owners.
Multiple system metrics and qualities and be investigated,
for example, compute system performance such as response
time, throughout, FLOPS, application QoS like reliability,
availability, portability, security, development qualities, e.g.,
buildability, testability and understandability. system operational metrics, e.g., maintainability, serviceability. In specific,
software toolkits and services are demanded:
•
•
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•
•

•
•
•
•

a monitoring or auditing service for a large scale distributed computing system,
a software tool for workload characterization and model.
This research will find the correlation between workload
patterns and their energy usage,
adaptive energy aware workload placement algorithms
and services,
energy aware programming models and middleware for
data intensive applications,
energy aware virtual machine management system in a
large-scale distributed system,
business models and SLA for public users, resource
owners, and publicity.
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